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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the main methods used to speed up the French
advanced thermal-hydraulic computer code CATHARE and build a speedy
version, called CATHARE-SIMU, adapted to real time calculations and
simulation environment.

Since CATHARE-SIMU, like CATHARE, uses a numerical scheme based on a
fully implicit Newton's iterative method, and therefore with a variable time

* j step, two ways have been explored to reduce the computing time :

avoidance of short time steps, and so minimization of the number of
iterations per time step,

^*,, - reduction of the computing time needed for an iteration.

CATHARE-SIMU uses the same physical laws and correlations as in
[ • CATHARE with only some minor simplifications. This was considered the
. • only way to be sure to maintain the level of physical relevance of

CATHARE.

Finally it is indicated that the validation programme of CATHARE-SIMU
includes a set of 33 transient calculations, referring either to CATHARE for
two-phase transients, or to measurements on real plants for operational
transients.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1982, EDF (French utility) and IPSN (technical support for French safety
authority) decided to build a speedy version of the French advanced thermal-
hydraulic compiler code CATHARE developed by EDF and CEA, with a
participation of FRAMATOME (French plant manufacturer).

The objective was to run all accidental two phase transients up to
12 inches primary breaks, before severe core damage, as least as fast as real
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time (on a CRAY computer), with a physical relevance checked on CATHARE
calculations, in order to afterwards implement this speedy version in a simulator.

After a feasibility study, work started in May 1983 with a small team of
3 engineers. This team, which grew up to 9 engineers in peak period, was
constituted of people coming from EDF, IPSN and THOMSON-CSF (French
simulator manufacturer), and was working in Grenoble on the same site and in
close cooperation with the CATHARE team.

The objective was reached in July 1986 with delivery of a speedy and
numerically more reliable version of CATHARE, called CATHARE-SiMU. Since July
1988, CATHARE-SIMU has been adapted by THOMSON-CSF to real time
environment of SIPA simulators (see reference 1 ), now in operation, which describe
in real time PWR behaviour under normal and accidental conditions.

CATHARE-SiMU describes the reactor coolant system and the secondary
sy$iem, the steam header included, for two series of reactors, the 9 0 0 MWe
(3 loops) and 1,300 MWe (4 loops) units.

2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE OBJECTIVE TO REACH

a) Sclient features of CATHARE

CATHARE is a code for analysis of thermal-hydraulics during an accident
and for reactor scfety evaluation.

The physical model is a two-fluid (water/steam) 6-equation model, i.e.
separate mass, energy and momentum balances are carried out in each phase,
therefore full mechanical (unequal phase velocities) and thermal (unequal phase
temperatures) unequilibrium are simulated.

Staggered mesh and donor cell methods are employed, i.e. mass and
energy balances are written for "scalar nodes" and momentum equations for
"vector nodes".

CATHARE uses a numerical scheme based on a fully implicit Newton's
iterative method.

The validation of CATHARE, based on hundreds of transient calculations,
has been supported up to now by a large experimental programme including
results of the test loops LOBI, LOFT, R0SA4, PKL and more recently BETHSY which
is the French integral test facility for PWR safety studies.

b) Challenge devoted to CATHARE-SIMU

CATHARE-SIMU, like CATHARE, uses a numerical scheme with variable time
step : when the time step convergence cannot occur for a number of iterations
lower than a given value (e.g. 10), the code tries shorter and shorter time steps
until convergence is obtained^ However, in the simulation environment of a real
time simulator (like a plant analyzer), the time step must keep a limited maximal
value (for instance of 500 ms) as constantly as possible, wiih a shorter computing
time allowing operator interactivity and real time display of the outputs or
simulation.
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So at the beginning of CATHARE-SIMU developments, two ways have been x ,
explored to reduce the too high computing time needed to run a transient : -'

i - avoidance of short time steps, and thus minimization of the total number of
f u i: l_J£-_ i: xfiterations needed for time step convergence,

reduction of the computing time needed for an iteration, which keeps a
practically constant value during a transient.

Since the beginning of developments, the computing time per transient has
been divided by more than 40, and the software performances specified in the
feasibility study (minimum average time step of 0.1 s and computing time per
iteration of 5 0 ms ' , for a required computing power of 15 MF(ops| have been
well reached (minimum average time step of 0.4 s and computing time per
iteration of 37 ms* ", for the computing power of one CRAY X-MP processor).

""** As an example, CATHARE-SIMU is at least 3 times faster than real time on
a 6 inch break ana twice faster than real time on a 1 2 inch break, for one CRAY
X-MP processor.

3. METHODS EMPLOYED TO REDUCE THE COMPUTING TIME

- ' • It must be pointed out that CATHARE-SIMU uses the same physical laws
end correlations as in CATHARE with only some minor simplifications. This was
considered the only way to be sure to maintain the level of physical relevance of

t j CATHARE.

a) Avoidance of short time steps

\ CATHARE-SIMU calculates its own time step, which could take, at the
w - beginning of development, very small values (largely below 1 ms) with a great

v^ number of iterations, in case of bad convergence of the Newton's method.

To avoid most of time step falls, and thus to improve the reliability of the
s - code in case of numerical difficulties (e.g. when complex two-phase phenomena

occur during the transient), the following modifications were implemented :

Minor modifications in the equations : energy balance is written in a
combined form, momentum equations are written for the sum and difference
of phases, according to analytical tests which showed a better reliability of
the resolution method,

Smoothing of physical laws to suppress discontinuities of equations and their
derivatives : as an example, tables for water/steam properties were
replaced by polynomial approximations,

Simplification of correlations for terms which have a minor influence on the
simulation or do not belong to the simulation field of the code : as an
example, suppression, for the liquid-interface energy transfer correlation, of
delayed boiling zone which is used for strong pressure falls, as in a large
break LOCA (not simulated in CATHARE-SIMU),
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\Optimization of treatment of "out-of-range" variables : e.g iterations where

void fraction becomes greater than one or lower than zero,

< - Optimization of convergence criteria : e.g. velocity criterion depending on
I steam velocity only, to avoid oscillations problems when the water phase is

' f residual.

b) Reduction of the computing time per iteration

, The computing time per iteration depends on the volume and nature of
FORTRAN instructions to execute, independently of the studied transient, and
naturally on the available computing power.

To obtain real time performances, the power of one CRAY X-MP processor
was required and the following modifications were implemented :

^ - Reduction and simplification of nodalization (136 calculation nodes only for
the 3 loop reactor coolant system representation) : the rule adopted was to
reduce the number of calculation nodes and the number of elements (pipes,
volumes) of reactor topology (and so the size of resolution matrix to be
treated), while preserving the physical relevance of simulation. Specific
pipes were then introduced, including, for each loop, the hot leg, the
primary side of steam generator, the primary pump and the cold leg. The
limitation of nodalization has allowed to divide the computing time per
iteration by about 2,

Suppression of ESOPE high level language : ESOPE is used in CATHARE
' I code to give full flexibility in circuit configuration but needs much computing

time. CATHARE-SIMU was so developed with a fixed nodalization,

' . • - Improvements in the numerical analysis : the matricial treatments, which
^ needed about 42 % of the CPU time per iteration, have been optimized, for

^ , instance by using GAUSS partial elimination method to make zeros appear
\ in matricial systems to solve,

!. - Optimization of array processing (for the CRAY computer), by processing
,* - vectors of calculated variables, as larae as possible : e.g. calculation or

water/steam properties simultaneously for all nodes of the circuit,

Optimization of programming : e.g. minimization of the number of calls to
subroutines (reduction of overhead time).

4. VALIDATION OF CATHARE-SIMU

a) Acceptance transients

The validation of CATHARE-SIMU has been performed in order to test not
only the physical relevance of the modelling, but also the reliability of the
computation.

' about 7 0 0 ms (in June 1 983) for a 300 nodes CATHARE calculation,
" * for PWR 9 0 0 MWe version wiih a 3 independent loop modelization.
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CATHARE-SIMU has been validated on a set of 33 acceptance transient
calculations for the PWR 3 loop version (see appendix 1), covering all the
simulation field and referring either to CATHARE ror two-phase transients (see
appendix 2), or to measurements on real plants for operational transients. The
PWR 4 loop version was validated on a set of 10 transient calculations.

b) Numerical reliability

For all of the validation transient calculations, the model has exhibited an
excellent reliability ; the average time step almost never dropped below 400 ms.

Generally, even if the possible maximal time step is limited to 5 0 0 ms
(nominal value chosen for CATHARE-SIMU in SIPA simulators), the convergence
occurs for a time step of 5 0 0 ms with a needed CPU time lower than 5 0 0 ms
(only a few iterations are needed), which allows real time performances. However,
time step fails cannot always be avoided, while the needed CPU time increases
with the number of iterations.

This results in a delay of simulation time over real time, depending on the
studied transient, but generally lower than a few per cent of the simulation time
(see appendix 3 for one example of delay evolution during a transient).

5. CONCLUSION

CATHARE-SIMU has been developed to perform accidental complex
transients in real time. It is now running in real time SIPA simulator, connected to
models describing the systems of a PWR (900 MWe or 1,300 MWe), such as
chemical and volume control, residual heat removal, rod control, protection system,
safeguard systems, etc.

Its physical relevance allows to visualize in a pedagogic and illustrative
manner, through the pedagogic system of SIPA (see appendix 4), the two-phase
flow phenomena occurring during an accidental transient.

In a close future, SIPA simulator will include a new optimized version of
CATHARE, now under development, CATHARE 2 V l .4, allowing flexibility in
circuit configuration and increasing physical relevance or modelling, with much
better computing time performances (see reference 2).
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ACCEPTANCE TRANSIENTS

Appendix 1

\

1

3" break at cold leg without operator action, pumps off

4" break at cold leg without operator action, pumps off

1 pressurizer relief valve kept open

3 pressurizer relief valve kept open

3" break at cold leg, pumps trip 5 mn after accident

2" break at cold leg, leak stop for minimal mass inventory

Valve opening on Residual Heat Removal System, without HPSl

Total loss of feedwater, delayed operator action

0.5" break at cold leg, loss of auxiliary feedwater for 1 S.G.

4" break at cold leg, delayed pumps trip

1" break at cold leg, use of A l . l procedure

2" break at cold leg without HPSI, use of SPI Ul procedure

Break at vessel bottom head (20 in-core instrumentation tubes)

6" break at hot leg without operator action, pumps off

8" break at crossover leg, pumps trip 5 mn after accident

10" break at cold leg, pumps trip 5 mn after accident

12" break at cold leg without operator action, pumps off

14" break at hot leg without operator action, pumps off

Break at vessel head (control rod ejection)

1 S.G. tube rupture, use of A3 procedure

2 S.G. tubes rupure, use of A3 procedure

C
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10 S.G. tubes rupture with S.G. relief valve open

Loss of normal feedwater without scram (ATWS)

Steam line rupture, use of A2.2 procedure

Feedwater line rupture, use of A2.3 procedure
I

Normal spray efficiency

Auxiliary spray efficiency (TRICASTIN plant test)

Pressurizer heater efficiency (BUGEY plant test)

Piston effect (DAMPIERRE plant test)

Total loss of turbine load (DAMPIERRE plant test)

Loading (ST LAURENT plant test)

Boron dilution

Pump startup after thermal stratification (TRICASTIN plant test).

r



CATHARE-SIMU
ACCEPTANCE TRANSIENT
6 INCH PRIMARY BREAK

Acrendix 2

COMPARISON WITH CATHARE RESULTS
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Appendix 3

3" BREAK AT COLD LEG WITHOUT OPERATOR ACTION, PUMPS OFF

Evolution of total calculated delay, with the computing power of one half
CRAY X MP processor, during transient.
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P SIPA: POST-PROCESSING OF
CATHARE-SIMU CALCULATIONS Aroendix 4

PWR 3 LOOP/900 MW: PLANT NODALIZATION

PWR 3 LOOP/900 MW PLANT REPRESENTATION

CATHARE


